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Hi Lynn, Hard to say exactly what these small round black dots are. With your symptoms and
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A rash is a change of the skin which affects its color, appearance, or texture. A rash may be
large numbers of smaller patches of the rash, some red and/or others tan, Chest and abdomen.
Rock. Small Red Spots On Torso And Arms . I was in the shower earlier and I noticed my chest
and stomach was covered in small red spots but I . Jun 27, 2009 . After a short time, they
spread to my arms and stomach. It continues to. Mite bites also are small red bumps that look

like a rash. You usually . My girlfriend as recently gotten bumps on her stomach/chest/arms.
They are flesh colored, maybe a little red. They do not itch though. I thought it was an allergic .
Jun 2, 2012 . I started developing a red, non-itchy rash about a week and a half ago. It initially
began as a patch on the underside of my left arm. I am a . Nov 13, 2006 . I have several red
pinprick sized dots on my upper arms and thighs,. . of red tiny pinpoint spots all over my
stomach, torso and arms almost . One of the most common skin disorders that causes a rash is
atopic dermatitis (ay -TOP-ik. Most often it appears as patches on the face, neck, trunk or
limbs.Known as petechiae, these tiny red or purple spots often appear in clusters -- typically on
the chest, back, face, or arms -- and are a side effect of the blood's . … I had these really tiny red
pin prick dots all over my torso, legs, and arms. on my stomach and wasn't really helping pain
that much anyway.Next, a rash appears on the face and progresses down the back and trunk to
the arms and hands and finally to the legs and feet. The rash starts as flat, red .
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Have you noticed red dots suddenly appearing on your skin? Or maybe a single red dot, and
you wonder how.
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I have these pinsize red dots on my stomach and a few on my chest. They look like someone
took a blood. Hi Lynn, Hard to say exactly what these small round black dots are. With your
symptoms and story, it's. A fungal infection may present with scaling and a rash. It is usually
itchy and the borders of the red.
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I have severe itching of my wrists and forearms as well as my ankles and lower legs. It feels as
though.
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A rash is a change of the skin which affects its color, appearance, or texture. A rash may be
large numbers of smaller patches of the rash, some red and/or others tan, Chest and abdomen.
Rock. Small Red Spots On Torso And Arms . I was in the shower earlier and I noticed my chest
and stomach was covered in small red spots but I . Jun 27, 2009 . After a short time, they
spread to my arms and stomach. It continues to. Mite bites also are small red bumps that look
like a rash. You usually . My girlfriend as recently gotten bumps on her stomach/chest/arms.
They are flesh colored, maybe a little red. They do not itch though. I thought it was an allergic .
Jun 2, 2012 . I started developing a red, non-itchy rash about a week and a half ago. It initially
began as a patch on the underside of my left arm. I am a . Nov 13, 2006 . I have several red
pinprick sized dots on my upper arms and thighs,. . of red tiny pinpoint spots all over my
stomach, torso and arms almost . One of the most common skin disorders that causes a rash is
atopic dermatitis (ay -TOP-ik. Most often it appears as patches on the face, neck, trunk or
limbs.Known as petechiae, these tiny red or purple spots often appear in clusters -- typically on
the chest, back, face, or arms -- and are a side effect of the blood's . … I had these really tiny red
pin prick dots all over my torso, legs, and arms. on my stomach and wasn't really helping pain
that much anyway.Next, a rash appears on the face and progresses down the back and trunk to
the arms and hands and finally to the legs and feet. The rash starts as flat, red .
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A fungal infection may present with scaling and a rash. It is usually itchy and the borders of the
red. Have you noticed red dots suddenly appearing on your skin? Or maybe a single red dot,
and you wonder how.
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A rash is a change of the skin which affects its color, appearance, or texture. A rash may be
large numbers of smaller patches of the rash, some red and/or others tan, Chest and abdomen.
Rock. Small Red Spots On Torso And Arms . I was in the shower earlier and I noticed my chest
and stomach was covered in small red spots but I . Jun 27, 2009 . After a short time, they
spread to my arms and stomach. It continues to. Mite bites also are small red bumps that look
like a rash. You usually . My girlfriend as recently gotten bumps on her stomach/chest/arms.
They are flesh colored, maybe a little red. They do not itch though. I thought it was an allergic .
Jun 2, 2012 . I started developing a red, non-itchy rash about a week and a half ago. It initially
began as a patch on the underside of my left arm. I am a . Nov 13, 2006 . I have several red
pinprick sized dots on my upper arms and thighs,. . of red tiny pinpoint spots all over my
stomach, torso and arms almost . One of the most common skin disorders that causes a rash is
atopic dermatitis (ay -TOP-ik. Most often it appears as patches on the face, neck, trunk or
limbs.Known as petechiae, these tiny red or purple spots often appear in clusters -- typically on
the chest, back, face, or arms -- and are a side effect of the blood's . … I had these really tiny red
pin prick dots all over my torso, legs, and arms. on my stomach and wasn't really helping pain
that much anyway.Next, a rash appears on the face and progresses down the back and trunk to
the arms and hands and finally to the legs and feet. The rash starts as flat, red .
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A rash is a change of the skin which affects its color, appearance, or texture. A rash may be
large numbers of smaller patches of the rash, some red and/or others tan, Chest and abdomen.
Rock. Small Red Spots On Torso And Arms . I was in the shower earlier and I noticed my chest
and stomach was covered in small red spots but I . Jun 27, 2009 . After a short time, they
spread to my arms and stomach. It continues to. Mite bites also are small red bumps that look
like a rash. You usually . My girlfriend as recently gotten bumps on her stomach/chest/arms.
They are flesh colored, maybe a little red. They do not itch though. I thought it was an allergic .
Jun 2, 2012 . I started developing a red, non-itchy rash about a week and a half ago. It initially
began as a patch on the underside of my left arm. I am a . Nov 13, 2006 . I have several red
pinprick sized dots on my upper arms and thighs,. . of red tiny pinpoint spots all over my

stomach, torso and arms almost . One of the most common skin disorders that causes a rash is
atopic dermatitis (ay -TOP-ik. Most often it appears as patches on the face, neck, trunk or
limbs.Known as petechiae, these tiny red or purple spots often appear in clusters -- typically on
the chest, back, face, or arms -- and are a side effect of the blood's . … I had these really tiny red
pin prick dots all over my torso, legs, and arms. on my stomach and wasn't really helping pain
that much anyway.Next, a rash appears on the face and progresses down the back and trunk to
the arms and hands and finally to the legs and feet. The rash starts as flat, red .
I have these pinsize red dots on my stomach and a few on my chest. They look like someone
took a blood. Red spots on inner thigh with white center i have red spots on inner thie with white
pimple like in the.
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